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Social Security Committee 

25th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5), Thursday 21 November 2019 

Benefit Take-up Inquiry 

Introduction  

This session will focus on how the design and administration of benefits can 
affect take-up.  The Committee will hear from: 
 

 Judith Paterson, Child Poverty Action Group 

 Richard Gass, Rights Advice Scotland  

 David Wallace, Social Security Scotland 
 
The Committee had an overview of benefit take-up issues at a roundtable on 5 
September.  On 7 November the Committee heard from academics on the 
difficulties in estimating how many people are eligible for benefits – particularly 
disability benefits and heard from projects working in different settings about 
how they seek to improve take-up.  Last week members attended a Committee 
engagement event at Wester Hailes Education Centre. 
 
In the new year the Committee plans to hear from the DWP and the Cabinet 
Secretary for Social Security and Older People. 
 
A key theme in written submissions to the inquiry was that the complexity of a 
benefit – both in terms of eligibility criteria and its administration – made it less 
likely that people would claim it.  If the process of applying was stressful – as 
many referred to disability assessment as being – then it was even less likely to 
be taken up.   
 
The focus this week is therefore on how eligibility criteria and the administration 
of benefits affect take-up. 
 
The following provides themes for discussion. 
 
Theme 1: Eligibility criteria 
In the written submissions there was a consistent view that benefits with clear 
eligibility criteria will have higher take-up.  Many submissions gave the example 
of child benefit as a simple benefit with very high take-up.  CPAG stated: 
 

“One of the simplest benefits is child benefit.  It requires a claim, but once 
awarded continues unchanged until the child grow up.  It is universal and 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12239
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12239
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12357
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU31_CPAG.pdf
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not means-tested.  When a family has a baby, they claim child benefit, 
with very few exceptions.  The link is clear and easy to communicate.  
The take-up of child benefit is very high at 93% and was even higher at 
97% before the complication for higher earners was introduced.” 

 
The best start grant is almost as simple – being a payment made for each child 
if someone receives a qualifying benefit. However take-up is estimated at 67%.1 
This may suggest that simple eligibility criteria is only part of the picture. 
 
Some of the common types of eligibility criteria include: 
 

 Passported benefits – where eligibility for one benefit creates eligibility for 
another benefit or adds to the amount received within another benefit.2   

 Other links between benefits – where receipt of one benefit disqualifies 
you from other benefits or parts of benefits.3  

 Assessment based benefits such as disability benefits compared to those 
based on more easily identified factors such as number of children or 
level of earnings 

 Universal compared to means-tested benefits.  Many means tested 
benefits include additional amounts for children, other family members, 
caring responsibilities and disability.  Less common is inclusion of extra 
costs such as childcare.4 

 Conditionality – where receipt is dependent on carrying out certain 
actions i.e job searching as condition of unemployment benefits 

 
Many of these „design issues‟ could impact on take-up, generally through 
making it difficult for people to know whether they would qualify.  For example: 
 

 Benefits based on individual assessments may make it difficult for people 
to predict whether they would be eligible which could affect their decision 
to apply. 

 The complexity of the means-test could make it difficult for people to 
predict whether they would be entitled to a benefit.  On the other hand, a 
certain degree of complexity may be necessary to take account of 
different needs of families with and without children, disabilities, caring 
responsibilities etc 

 Potential stigma associated with means-testing and conditionality may 
impact on take-up.  However JRF‟s written submission notes the high 
take-up of some means tested benefits such as child tax credit (83%). 

 There is not always consistency in the definitions of key concepts across 
different benefits.  This is particularly notable in differences in definitions 
of income. 

                                            
1
 Scottish Government (2019) Benefit Take-up Strategy 

2
 For example, best start grant is passported from universal credit, legacy benefits and pension credit, child 

DLA qualifies a family for the disabled child addition in universal credit, entitlement to carer‟s allowance 

qualifies someone for „carer premiums‟ in universal credit and council tax reduction amongst others. 
3
For example, carer‟s allowance and young carer grant, carer‟s allowance and the cared for person‟s 

severe disability premium, carer‟s allowance and state pension 
4
 Included in housing benefit, council tax reduction, universal credit, working tax credit 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU20_Joseph_Rowntree_Foundation(1).pdf
https://www.gov.scot/publications/social-security-scotland-act-2019-benefit-take-up-strategy-october-2019/pages/2/
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 There is also a significant rate of change across the benefits system, 
whether through policy changes, devolution or responses to legal 
challenge.  This could impact on take-up if it reduces people‟s familiarity 
with new benefits or additional amounts in existing benefits that might be 
available. 
 

While many of these kinds of complexities are avoided with passported benefits 
– passporting is a clear, easily understood eligibility rule that is amenable to 
automation of payments - take-up is limited by the take-up of the „parent‟ benefit 
and affected by changes to the parent benefit.   
 
Individual assessment   
Arguably, disability benefits are inherently more complex because they require 
identifying what additional needs (and therefore costs) a person faces because 
of their disability.   
 
There is a considerable volume of case law defining the meaning of individual 
words and phrases in the legislation.  This means it is not always obvious to a 
lay person, reading just the eligibility rules, whether they would be eligible for the 
benefit.  In their submission to the inquiry CPAG suggested that: 
 

“If there cannot be a single clear link between a person‟s situation and 
their benefit entitlement, it is better that eligibility criteria are fully and 
clearly defined in the regulations.” 

 
In its factsheet on disability assistance the Scottish Government state that: 
 

“We will explain the eligibility criteria for each form of Disability 
Assistance clearly and transparently, so that clients know how we will 
make decisions about their cases.” 

 
Indicative of the complexity of the disability benefits is that the DWP‟s guidance 
for PIP assessors runs to 154 pages.   
 
Universal credit as simplification 
One of the main policy intentions of universal credit was to simplify means 
tested benefits and increase take-up through combining six benefits into one.  
Take-up estimates are not yet available.  However, many of the criticisms of 
universal credit relate to its administrative complexity (discussed below) or else 
the detrimental impact of „simple‟ rules.  For example, basing everything on 
earnings during a monthly assessment period is a relatively simple principle, but 
one which has been heavily criticised as creating difficulties through, for 
example, not matching people‟s actual payment cycle from work.5   
 
Consistency 
Different definitions for similar terms and different income thresholds make 
benefits more complex.  In the written submissions West Lothian Council 

                                            
5
 See for example House of Commons Library: wages and the universal credit assessment period 

https://www.gov.scot/binaries/content/documents/govscot/publications/factsheet/2019/10/disability-assistance-key-commitments/documents/disability-assistance-key-commitments---model-client-experience/disability-assistance-key-commitments---model-client-experience/govscot%3Adocument/Disability%2Bassistance%2B-%2Bkey%2Bcommitments%2B-%2Bmodel%2Bclient%2Bexperience.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/personal-independence-payment-assessment-guide-for-assessment-providers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/personal-independence-payment-assessment-guide-for-assessment-providers
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU15_West_Lothian_Council.pdf
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/insights/wages-and-the-universal-credit-assessment-period/
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pointed to the different thresholds and entitlement criteria for various local 
authority administered benefits suggesting that: 
 

“Consideration should be given to all financial support thresholds being 
the same, such as Free School Meals, Education Maintenance Allowance 
and Clothing grants. Having different thresholds for these payments 
causes confusion and affects take up and requires multiple applications 
to be completed.” 
 

On the other hand, if many benefits have the same or very similar entitlement 
rules, then people may face a „cliff edge‟ when they move above the threshold.   
 
The Committee may wish to discuss: 

 Specific examples of where eligibility criteria could be simplified 
(without altering the policy intention of the benefit) in order to 
encourage take-up 

 Possible reasons why, given they are both relatively ‘simple’ 
benefits, BSG and Child Benefit have such different take-up rates 
and whether this suggests anything about the link between benefit 
design and take-up 

 Whether benefits intended to meet the extra costs of disability are 
inherently complex and therefore always challenging to ensure full 
take-up 

 How linking benefits together affects take-up – (e.g passporting to 
qualify for other benefits or elements of other benefits, or to disqualify 
through the „overlapping benefit‟ rule)  

 Are there particular approaches to means-testing that, while still 
targeting the benefits on people with low incomes, encourages 
better take-up (eg simpler income rules, less emphasis on conditionality) 

 The advantages and disadvantages of greater consistency in the 
eligibility criteria for different benefits 

 
 
Theme 2: Administration: initial application  
A key theme in the submissions was the necessity of having many ways to 
apply for a benefit – paper forms, on-line and by phone.  In addition, inclusive 
communication is needed for those with additional communication needs. 
 
In the written submissions there were concerns raised about „digital first‟ 
approaches, such as the online application and claim management in universal 
credit. Edinburgh Council‟s „digital only application process‟ for housing benefit 
and council tax reduction was also mentioned in this regard by Edinburgh 
Council Advice Shop. (Although the submission from Edinburgh Council used it 
as a positive example of reducing processing times). 
 
 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU18_City_of_Edinburgh_Councils_Advice_Shop.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU18_City_of_Edinburgh_Councils_Advice_Shop.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU27_City_of_Edinburgh_Council.pdf
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Simple application processes are likely to encourage take-up.  In addition rules 
about what counts as a claim, time limits for claiming and when a claim counts 
as being made may also impact on how easy it is to access a benefit.6 
 
The Scottish Government‟s benefit take-up strategy refers to the efforts made to 
ensure the application process is straightforward, such as: 
 

 Testing forms and processes with those likely to apply.  

 Taking application on-line, by phone or by post.  

 Providing best start grant information in more than 100 languages.  

 Funeral support payment on-line application automatically skips 
questions not relevant to a person‟s circumstances. A similar approach is 
intended for disability assistance. 

 
Some of this was discussed in the Committee session on 31 October with Social 
Security Scotland.  At that meeting David Wallace referred to the importance of 
user feedback – in particular how they “get a really short line between our front-
line client advisers who are getting that direct feedback from clients and the 
point at which we can do something about it.”   
 
The Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018 requires Ministers to have regard to: 
 

 The importance of inclusive communication (s.4) 

 The importance of providing information in an accessible way (s.5) 

 The role of independent information, advice and advocacy in ensuring 
people are given what they are eligible to receive (s.6) 

 
The Committee may wish to discuss: 
 

 How the application processes for benefits might impact on take-up  

 The role of ‘user feedback’ in achieving continuous improvement of 
administrative systems 

 
Theme 3: Quality of decision making 
Ensuring people put in an application is only the start of ensuring full take-up.  It 
also requires accurate decision making about whether to award a benefit.  While 
„getting it right first time‟ is the ideal, there will always be mistakes made, so the 
final part of ensuring full take-up is an efficient and accessible appeals and 
complaints systems.   
 
In the written submissions it was noted that the more complex the eligibility 
criteria, the greater the risk of poor administration.  For example CPAG state 
that: 
 

                                            
6
 For example, social security benefits must be applied for in the form determined and with the evidence 

required by ministers.  Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018 s.38.  A universal credit claim is treated as 

being made when someone complies with the electronic system for applying – in practice when they hit 

the „submit‟ button on the online form. Regulation 8(3) of the Universal Credit (etc.) (Claims and 

Payments) Regulations 2013).  

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12336
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2018/9/section/38
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/380/regulation/8
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/380/regulation/8
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“Wrong information is often given in areas of particular complexity. 
Anticipating these pressure points and providing good resources and 
training to staff could reduce this risk.” 

 
A key focus in the development of disability assistance has been to improve the 
decision making process, including the approach to assessments.  The Scottish 
Government‟s response to the consultation on disability assistance stated that: 
 

“In putting our commitment to an improved decision making process into 
practice we will be transparent about the decision making criteria for each 
form of Disability Assistance and provide clear and accessible guidance 
to clients so they understand what information Case Managers need in 
order to make entitlement decisions.” 

 
In the Committee session on 31 October on social security performance, there 
was discussion about how to ensure high quality decision making.  David 
Wallace agreed to write to the Committee on several issues including 
 

 Day to day practice in ensuring consistency in how the agency‟s 
decisions are made  

 Further details on how complaints are handled including clarification on 
whether benefits administered under agency agreements are dealt with 
by DWP or Social Security Scotland and arrangements for „implied 
consent‟ 

 Further details on how “the whole ethos of our organisation is helping 
people to get things to which they are entitled and not putting in place 
barriers to their getting those things.” 

 
An efficient and accessible appeals system can be viewed as part of ensuring 
high take-up.  One of the new features in the Scottish system will be „short term 
assistance‟ which will enable payments of disability assistance to continue while 
someone challenges a decision to stop or reduce the level of an award.7  This 
may help ensure that people are not discouraged from lodging appeals.   
 
The rules for how and when to appeal also impact on how easy it is to challenge 
a decision.  Both the Scottish and reserved systems require a 
redetermination/reconsideration prior to appeal.  In the Scottish system there 
are different rules for „process‟ appeals.8  There are time limits9 to lodging an 
appeal or redetermination/reconsideration although in the reserved system, in 
some circumstances, such as official error, an application for mandatory 

                                            
7
 Further details on the proposals are set out in the Scottish Government‟s response to disability assistance 

consultation issued in October and the policy position paper issued in February 2019. 
8
 Eg an appeal against a decision not to accept an application.  These are sent direct to the Tribunal instead 

of to Social Security Scotland.  Compare s47 and s61 2018 Act. 
9
 Generally 31 days to lodge an appeal/ask for redetermination (although the proposal for disability 

assistance is 42 days to request a redetermination).  Up to a year is allowed „with good reason‟.  Time 

limits for appeal are set in s.48 Social Security (Scotland) Act 2018.  For redeterminations see s.41 2018 

Act and regulations providing for individual benefits.   

https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/1/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/1/
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12336
https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/short-term-assistance-sta-policy-position-paper/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2018/9/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2018/9/section/48
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reconsideration can be lodged at any time.10 In the Scottish system there are 
time limits for completion of a redetermination.11 
 
However the Scottish Government intends that better decision making means 
there will be a lower rate of appeals in the devolved compared to the reserved 
system.  In the session on „social security performance‟ on 31 October, Shirley-
Anne Somerville referred to: 
 

“the amount of time and cost involved in dealing with the number of cases 
that go to appeals relating to the personal independence payment. If we 
get the decision right first time or, going back even further, if we do not 
need face-to-face assessments, we entirely turn on its head the type of 
administration that is required.”  

 
The Committee may wish to discuss: 

 The extent of staff training required to ensure high quality decision 
making across different benefits  

 How the ethos of ‘dignity and respect’ impacts on the quality of 
administrative systems and decision making 

 How the proposed evidence requirements and assessment 
arrangements for disability assistance might impact on take-up 

 How the rules for and administration of 
redeterminations/reconsiderations and appeals can impact on take-
up 

 
Theme 4: Automation 
Automation is often held up as a way to improve administrative efficiency and 
take-up of benefits.  Data sharing can be used to either target potential 
claimants or to award benefits automatically.  In the written submissions there 
was a general view that better use could be made of information already in the 
system.  For example, Rights Advice Scotland said: 
 

“Automatic awards of benefits wherever this is possible would be a big 
aid to benefit take-up.  A claim for benefit should not be required if there 
is already information available that can correctly identify that someone 
has an entitlement.” 

 
The prospects for automation can depend on the agency delivering the benefits 
(local authority, Social Security Scotland, DWP or HMRC) and the extent to 
which the benefits it provides are based on information held by other agencies.   
 
Local authority payments and data sharing 
The written submission from Policy in Practice describes projects in England 
where local authorities used existing data to target potential claimants. For 
example; Haringey Council used the LIFT dashboard (a Policy in Practice 

                                            
10

 if there are specific grounds – such as official error a claim can be revised at any time. Para 3(5) Social 

Security and Child Support (Decisions and Appeals) Regulations 1999 no.991  
11

 Generally 16 days (eg. reg.6 Funeral Expense Assistance (Scotland) Regulations 2019 no.292 but 

proposed as 56 days for disability assistance. (Scottish Government response to consultation on disability 

assistance). 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12336
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU32_Policy_in_Practice.pdf
http://policyinpractice.co.uk/policy-dashboard/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1999/991/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1999/991/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2019/292/regulation/6/made
https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/consultation-disability-assistance-scotland-scottish-government-response/pages/3/
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product which pulls together administrative data) to proactively promote benefits 
take-up.  
 

“They reach out to mixed-age couples who were eligible for pension 
credit ahead of the May 2019 deadline (from when mixed-age couples 
have been unable to make new claims for pension credit). They identified 
236 households who had lost an average of £9,842 a year; by targeting 
support to these households, the council helped households claim up to 
£2.3 million unclaimed pension credit.” 
 

In some cases there is potential to go further and award benefits automatically.  
The Committee has already considered issues of data sharing between the 
DWP and local authorities to enable automatic payment of school clothing 
grants.  Glasgow Council‟s use of council tax reduction information to award the 
school clothing grant was mentioned frequently in submissions.  This is possible 
because council tax reduction is a qualifying benefit for the school clothing 
grant.  It is not a qualifying benefit for free school meals and this prevents the 
same approach being taken.  The submission from Rights Advice Scotland 
states that: 
 

“The Scottish Government may wish to amend the qualifying criteria for 
Free School Meals to include housing benefit, council tax reduction or 
indeed any other criteria which would allow local authorities to match in 
the same way as we are doing for school clothing grant. 

 
The Cabinet Secretary wrote to the Committee on 30 May on this topic.  She 
referred to the „legal gateway‟ which allows DWP to share data with local 
authorities for the purposes of administering council tax reduction.   

. 
“I now intend to work with COSLA to consider whether they would find it 
helpful for me to look for a way to establish a legal gateway to allow 
Scottish local authorities to use DWP data for the purpose of providing 
free school meals and school clothing grants”  

 
In addition, she would: 

 
“explore with COSLA whether there are other options that would be able 
to deliver the same objective.  I will update the Committee on the results 
of our deliberations with COSLA and the preferred approach after 
summer recess.” 

 
The Scottish Government expects discussions with COSLA to conclude shortly 
and has undertaken to update the Committee in full. 
 
Scottish social security 
Scottish social security benefits available to date are almost all passported from 
reserved benefits.  Passported benefits may be one area where automatic 
awards are possible. 
 

 The carer‟s allowance supplement is automated.   

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/General%20Documents/20190530_CabSecSSOP_to_Convener_use_of_DWP_data.pdf
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 Longer term (after 2022) the Scottish Government will consider automatic 
award of the best start grant to those getting the Scottish child payment12 

 
However, other passported benefits are not currently being considered for 
automatic award: 
 

 It is not proposed to award the Scottish child payment automatically13  

 There is no automatic transfer for existing recipients of healthy start 
vouchers to its Scottish replacement, best start foods14  

 It is not proposed to provide automatic awards of best start foods15  
 
Reserved benefits 
Examples were provided in the written submissions of automation in the 
reserved system.  These included: 
 

 Use of real time earnings information for universal credit (Low income tax 
reform group) 

 HMRC are notified when a disability benefit is awarded or stopped in 
order that the correct premiums can be applied to a tax credit award (Low 
income tax reform group 

 Child benefit information shard with DWP for UC purposes (Policy in 
Practice) 

 
Concerns about automation 
The written submissions highlighted a number of areas where automation made 
it more difficult to claim benefits.  The concern about „digital first‟ application 
processes is discussed above.  Other concerns include:  
 

  „impersonal and remote‟ call centres (eg. Rights Advice Scotland,) 

 Automated phone systems are not intuitive/client friendly (Action Group). 

 Its more difficult to identify and therefore challenge inaccurate information 
and bias in automated systems.  The Low Income Tax Reform Group 
note that real time earnings information can be wrong or incomplete.   

 Despite automation in practice, legally it may still be the claimant‟s 
responsibility to pass on information.  This can limit the opportunities for 
redress when systems fail. (Low income tax reform group) 

 Certain types of decision making requires a person.  For example SFHA 
see potential in automation but “algorithms do not lend themselves to 
nuanced decisions based on dignity, fairness and respect.”   

                                            
12

 See updated policy position paper on the Scottish Child Payment, October 2019 
13

 “automation is complex, time-consuming, and technically challenging – and simply isn‟t possible if we 

want to get money into families‟ pockets as quickly as possible, while safeguarding as far as possible the 

existing programme of devolved benefits” Updated policy position paper on Scottish Child Payment 
14

 “People who currently receive Healthy Start Vouchers will be invited to apply for Best Start Foods on a 

phased postcode basis between August and the end of March next year. However people will be able to 

apply at anytime from 12 August to move on to Best Start Foods Payment.”  Letter to Cttee 31 July 2019 
15

 BSF criteria is similar to BSG/Child Payment except that it also includes an income threshold.  It is 

therefore similar to the criteria for free school meals.  A further difficulty is that the Scottish Government 

chose to legislate for BSG under UK legislation rather than the 2018 Act, which makes it more difficult to 

make an award without having received an application. 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU32_Policy_in_Practice.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU32_Policy_in_Practice.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU44_Rights_Advice_Scotland.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU39_The_Action_Group_and_Lothian_Centre_for_Inclusive_Living.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU10_LITRG.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/Inquiries/SSCS519BTU46_Scottish_Federation_of_Housing_Associations.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-child-payment-updated-position-paper/pages/3/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-child-payment-updated-position-paper/pages/3/
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Social_Security/General%20Documents/20190801_SGofficial_to_Cttee_Clerks_BSF_update.pdf
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Inclusion Scotland referred to Philip Alston‟s recent report to the UN which 
warns of the detrimental impact of the way increased automation in welfare 
systems is being pursued largely as a cost cutting measure. 
 
The Committee may wish to discuss: 

 What kinds of automation are to the benefit of the claimant, and of 
these, which are the more realistic to achieve in the short term 

 What kinds of automation are to the detriment of the claimant and 
should be avoided if we are seeking to encourage take-up 

 The scope for automatic award of passported benefits  

 Whether there are plans for Social Security Scotland to inform DWP 
when someone is awarded disability assistance in order that 
relevant reserved benefit premiums can be paid 

 
Theme 5: Scottish Government take-up strategy  
The Scottish Government take-up strategy was published in October.  It gives 
examples of how Scottish Social Security is being designed to increase take-up 
and includes the following actions: 
 

 £600,000 funding (£500,000 „preparation fund‟ to support introduction of 
Scottish social security and £100,000 focused on seldom heard groups). 

 A stakeholder take-up reference group and two roundtable events to 
explore solutions along with other engagement activity to develop 
targeted activity 

 A series of benefit take-up weeks 

 Using client insights survey to identify gaps in take-up 

 A focus on inclusive communication 

 Ensuring people with lived experience inform the design of social security 

 Tailoring communications strategies for each benefit 
 
One element of encouraging take-up is Social Security Scotland‟s locally 
delivered pre-claims support.  This initiative pre-dates the take-up strategy with 
local delivery relationship leads working across all 32 local authorities. The 
service will be fully in place by summer 2020. 

 
The Committee may wish to discuss: 

 with CPAG and Rights Advice Scotland: initial views of the Scottish 
Government’s Take-up Strategy 

 with Social Security Scotland: how they are taking forward the 
actions set out in the strategy 

 
Camilla Kidner 
SPICe,  
14 November 2019 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/poverty/pages/srextremepovertyindex.aspx
https://www.gov.scot/publications/social-security-scotland-act-2019-benefit-take-up-strategy-october-2019/pages/2/
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SOCIAL SECURITY COMMITTEE 

BENEFIT TAKE-UP 

SUBMISSION FROM CHILD POVERTY ACTION GROUP (CPAG) IN SCOTLAND 

Summary 

A good take-up strategy would aim to: 

 Raise and maintain awareness of benefits

 Tackle barriers to claiming through systematic, nationally available programmes

linking frontline services with advice services

 Be informed by data, and driven by targets

 Be linked to wider social security aims such as reducing structural barriers to

claiming

 Be linked to wider cross-government aims such as child poverty reduction

1. What do we know about how much is unclaimed and why?

We know that take-up rates vary dramatically between benefits. At the top end is child 

benefit and state pension, with almost everyone claiming their entitlement. The worst 

performer is working tax credit for households with no children, with more than two thirds of 

people failing to claim.1 The take-up rate for the majority of means-tested benefits is 

relatively low, with around one in five people not claiming their entitlement. 2 This represents 

more than £20 billion a year unclaimed across Britain. 3  There are no published estimates 

yet of take-up for universal credit. 

While the DWP and HMRC regularly publish take-up rates for (most) means-tested 

benefits, tax credits and child benefit, there have been no estimates of take-up rates for 

personal independence payment and none for other disability benefits since a study in 1998 

estimated that between a half and two thirds of people potentially eligibility for disability 

living allowance care component, for example, did not claim.4 

One conclusion from take-up rates is that there are fewer barriers to take-up of simple 

universal benefits like child benefit, and more barriers to complicated means-tested 

benefits. Reasons why so much is unclaimed are relatively well researched in relation to 

1

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/763597/Child_Benefit__Child_
Tax_Credit_and_Working_Tax_Credit_take-up_rates_2016_to_2017.pdf  
2
  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/757268/income-related-

benefits-estimates-of-take-up-2016-17.pdf 
3
 https://www.entitledto.co.uk/blog/2018/december/over-20-billion-still-unclaimed-in-means-tested-benefits/ 

4
 http://www.niesr.ac.uk/sites/default/files/publications/021007_143834.pdf 
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means-tested benefits and lie in the structure and administration of benefits as well as in 

personal knowledge and behaviour.5 

Level of knowledge.  People who have not heard of a benefit will clearly not claim it. 

Unsurprisingly, research shows that poor awareness is a reason for not claiming.6 

Awareness-raising take-up campaigns are necessary. Level of awareness of benefits can 

be particularly low for some groups. For example, a study in 2011 found that around two 

thirds of low-income workers did not know that in-work benefits were available.7  More 

research should be done to understand take-up levels for different groups and targeted 

take-up activity designed.  

Misperceptions about eligibility. High levels of awareness of the existence of a benefit 

does not necessarily lead to high take-up levels. An HMRC study into tax credits take-up 

showed that awareness was not the issue. Most people had heard of tax credits. What 

stopped them claiming was that they thought they were not eligible. Most said they would 

claim if they found out they were eligible. 8 So the extent to which awareness raising 

campaigns can improve take-up is limited.  Improving take-up must also include identifying 

potentially eligible individuals and helping them claim, best done by systematic programmes 

linking frontline services with advice agencies. 

Stigma. Stigma affects take-up. Increasing behavioural conditions attached to claiming, 

and a toxic public debate have led to more stigma.9  There is nothing inevitable about 

stigma. Some benefits have very little, if any, stigma associated with claiming. For example, 

families are not made to feel ashamed about claiming child benefit, a universal benefit, and 

the take-up rate is high. Further evidence of reduced stigma when entitlements are 

universal is seen in a study of a pilot trial in Scotland of free school meals for all children in 

P1 to P3. This showed that take-up went up significantly when school meals were available 

free to all pupils rather than just those with the lowest family incomes. Importantly, children 

who were always entitled but did not claim were more likely to claim when there was 

universal entitlement for all pupils. 10  

Complexity in applications and administration. People have to spend time and effort in 

applying for benefit and dealing with officialdom. If the amount of money involved makes a 

relatively small difference to household income, even when there is a need for more money, 

people are less likely to apply. This has implications for design of benefits generally, but 

particularly so for grants such as young carer grant and best start grant, and smaller regular 

5
 See for example https://www.learningandwork.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Benefit-Take-Up-Final-Report-Inclusion-

proofed-June-2014-pdf.pdf 
6
 Daigneault, P., Jacob, S., and Tereraho, M. (2012) Understanding and Improving the Take-up of Public Programs: Lessons Learned 

from the Canadian and International Experience in Human Services, International Journal of Business and Social Science, 3(1), pp. 39-
50 
7
 Turn2Us (2011) Benefit Awareness, Research commissioned from ResearchNow, April 2011 

8 
https://revenuebenefits.org.uk/pdf/Take-up%20of%20tax%20credits.pdf 

9
 https://www.learningandwork.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Benefit-Take-Up-Final-Report-Inclusion-proofed-June-2014-

pdf.pdf 
10

 www.iser.essex.ac.uk/publications/working-papers/iser/2012-12.pdf 
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amounts such as Scottish child payment where the balance could more easily be tipped 

away from making the effort to claim.  

Negative perceptions and experience. Complexity and stigma feed negative perceptions. 

So also does having a bad experience of the system. CPAG’s Early Warning System 

uncovers high levels of error in benefit administration which leave people confused and 

fearful.  

2. What are the gaps in knowledge/research and how can they be improved?

As noted by the Scottish Fiscal Commission recently, there are ‘no data sources that 

reliably show the number of people eligible for [Scottish] social security support’ thus views 

on take-up ‘rely on judgement, rather than being purely data-driven’. 11 The Scottish 

Government has now published provisional take-up figures for best start grant pregnancy 

and baby payment. The Scottish Government will need data on each form of assistance to 

drive improvement.  It is more difficult to estimate take-up for disability assistance where 

potential eligibility cannot simply be inferred from existing data sources. However, we would 

urge that methods are found that will allow the success of the take-up strategy to be 

measured and take-up activity to be informed by data. 

Once source of data will be the 2021 Census. National Records of Scotland has noted ‘a 

new need for data on unpaid carers for future monitoring and evaluation of social security in 

Scotland’ and has indicated its intention to review questions if eligibility criteria change by 

2020. For example, questions on hours of care relate to the current eligibility criteria for 

carer’s allowance of 35 hours a week, but do not relate to the young carer grant criteria of 

16 hours a week.12 It is not clear whether the new data need for monitoring disability 

assistance has similarly informed census questions on long-term health conditions and 

disability. 

Council tax reduction is an area where take-up rates are probably low and interventions 

needed but there is no data on take-up rates.13  

There is also a need for more data to monitor and improve benefit processes to make sure 

processes do not inadvertently become a barrier to take-up. Social Security Scotland has 

begun gathering a range of data, some of which is published.14 Building on this, data could 

be gathered to monitor more closely why people drop out of the system – why claims are 

refused, why appeals lapse, why people do not go on to appeal against an unsuccessful 

redetermination. These kind of feedback loops help identify pressure points in the system 

and inform organisational learning. 

3. How can the administration of benefits be improved to maximise take-up? Specific
examples would be welcomed.

11
 http://www.fiscalcommission.scot/publications/occasional-papers/statement-of-data-needs-september-2019/ 

12
 https://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/documents/census2021/Unpaid_Care_Topic_Report.pdf  

13
 http://www.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefingsAndFactsheets/SB_17-24_Council_Tax_Reduction.pdf  

14
 https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Social-Welfare/SocialSecurityforScotland/APRMarch2019  
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CPAG’s Early Warning System evidences a high level of administration error in the UK 

benefit system. Common issues include: 

 Wrongly telling people not to claim at all, or to claim the wrong benefit

 Different government departments and agencies giving contradictory information

about whether to claim universal credit

 Underpaying and overpaying people through flawed decision making and processes

 Payment delays

These are compounded by often extraordinary difficulty for individuals to get problems 

resolved, and can result in people losing considerable sums. There are ways to reduce 

error. 

 Wrong information is often given in areas of particular complexity. Anticipating these

pressure points and providing good resources and training to staff could reduce this

risk.

 There should be systems set up so that Social Security Scotland is promptly alerted

to any similar issues arising in the Scottish system, bringing in data from external

agencies working with users of the system.

 As regulations are in development for disability assistance, every care should be

taken to avoid introducing barriers to take-up of full entitlement. For example,

regulations need to make sure that people getting disability assistance who think

they are entitled to a higher rate are always able to appeal if they are refused.

Providing a range of ways to access benefits is particularly relevant to universal credit. 

Fifteen per cent of universal credit claimants do not have access to the internet at home.15 

The ‘Help to claim’ service delivered by Citizens Advice helps people lacking digital access 

or skills to make a universal credit claim, but does not help people maintain the claim after 

that. Without this support, people drop out of entitlement.  

4. How far is it possible for technology to create a more automated system, that uses
information gathered for other reasons to award benefits automatically? What would
the advantages/disadvantages be of greater automation?

It is possible to increase take-up using data-matching to identify eligible people and invite 

them to claim. This was the approach taken by West Lothian Council in 2017/18. They 

identified 2000 families from their housing benefit and council tax reduction data who would 

be entitled to school clothing grants and sent pre-completed forms to be signed to release 

the payment. 1358 were returned and then a further 110 when a reminder was sent.16 While 

a huge step forward, still over a quarter of families did not claim.  

15
 DWP (2019) Claimant service and experience survey 2017 to 2018, Table 17. Data available at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/dwp-claimant-service-and-experience-survey-2017-to-2018 
16

 http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11446&mode=pdf 
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We know that people are stopped from claiming because they think they are not eligible.  

Other pressures also make claiming difficult – eg, mental health problems, or simply being 

worn down. One response is not to require an application at all.  

Glasgow City Council has taken automation a step further and used their housing benefit 

and council tax reduction data to identify families entitled to school clothing grants so that 

no claim or signature is necessary and the grant is paid automatically. This resulted in 5400 

more families receiving benefits they were entitled to.17  

These examples demonstrate that a more automated system is possible for some types of 

benefit and can have significant advantages in ensuring that families receive their 

entitlements.  More automation of local benefits should feature in every local child poverty 

action plan. 

We are pleased that the Scottish Government is committed to automating awards where 

possible, and carer’s allowance supplement is fully automated. For now, though 

applications are required for other Scottish benefits and there will be accumulating evidence 

of where they could be improved. This should be a priority for Social Security Scotland to 

seek continual improvement of form design and application processes. 

5. What can we learn from previous campaigns to increase take-up? Specific
examples of projects or approaches that improved benefit take-up, particularly those
that were evaluated, would be welcomed.

A good take-up strategy would aim to: 

 Raise and maintain awareness of benefits

 Tackle barriers to claiming through systematic, nationally available programmes

linking frontline services with advice services

 Be informed by data, and driven by targets

 Be linked to wider social security aims such as reducing structural barriers to

claiming

 Be linked to wider cross-government aims such as child poverty reduction

Awareness raising. DWP’s initial awareness raising campaign when pension credit was 

launched in 2003 was judged a success by the National Audit Office with 80 per cent of 

people over pension age having heard of pension credit. This used data-matching 

techniques to target potentially eligible people, and used direct mail, TV and press 

advertising.18  

We can learn from previous campaigns how to combine effective take-up with 

communicating positive messages about social security. For example, the recent Scottish 

Government ‘You’ve Earned It’ campaign could have inadvertently encouraged a view that 

17
 Annex E,  https://www.gov.scot/publications/local-child-poverty-action-report-guidance/  

18
 NAO (2006) Progress in tackling pensioner poverty: Encouraging take-up of entitlements, Report by the Comptroller and Auditor 

General, HC 1178-1, London: National Audit Office 
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you need to earn benefit entitlement, rather than it being a right that we all enjoy. The 

Frameworks Institute and Joseph Rowntree Foundation have produced a toolkit to help 

communicate positively about poverty.19 

Ahead of the launch of best start grant, Social Security Scotland’s communication and 

marketing activity led to a large number of applications as grants first became available. 

However, there is much more to be done to make sure all eligible families apply.  

Provisional data reports an estimated take-up rate for best start grant of 53 per cent for first 

births.20 Following on from communications and marketing campaigns, there should be 

systematic programmes linking frontline services with advice, building on the examples 

below. 

Tackling barriers to claiming. There are examples of very effective take-up activity 

locally. For example, health visitors and midwives in NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde 

systematically refer families in pregnancy and early years to local advice agencies who are 

funded to deliver income maximisation to these clients – Healthier Wealthier Children. This 

involves embedding routine questions about money into the work practices of health staff, 

and creating referral mechanisms that ensure families are not left to make their own 

appointments. This has been evaluated and achieved impressive financial gains for 

clients.21 Asking people about money as a routine feature of providing a service, not only 

increases take-up, it may also normalise benefit claiming thus reducing stigma. 

Another approach to overcoming barriers to take-up and reach groups who are less likely to 

claim is to locate welfare rights advice in services that families regularly visit, such as GP 

practices and schools. An evaluation of the pilot Deep End Advice Worker project showed 

£850,000 of unclaimed benefit delivered to patients in two GP practices in the east end of 

Glasgow in less than two years.22   

Evidence demonstrates that initiatives like these at the local level are very effective at 

increasing take-up. 

We welcome the new Scottish Benefits Take-up Fund to help charities and the third sector 

promote take-up. There is enormous scope to replicate these ways of working across 

Scotland.  

Social Security Scotland is building a network of locally-based staff who will provide one-to-

one support with applications. This is a great opportunity to improve take-up of Scottish 

benefits and an opportunity not to be missed to improve take-up of other financial support 

such as council tax reduction where take-up rates are low. 

Link to wider aims. When pension credit was introduced, it was in the context of a 

commitment to reduce pensioner poverty. Take-up activity for pension credit still left many 

19
 https://www.jrf.org.uk/our-work/talking-about-poverty 

20
 https://www.gov.scot/publications/social-security-scotland-act-2019-benefit-take-up-strategy-october-2019/ 

21
 http://www.equalitiesinhealth.org/public_html/documents/HWC_final_report_FINAL_updated_Aug_2012.pdf 

22
 https://www.gcph.co.uk/latest/news/729_deep_end_advice_worker_pilot_project_evaluation_published 

; https://www.edinburghnews.scotsman.com/news/in-depth-how-edinburgh-plans-to-tackle-hidden-poverty-divide-1-4734136 
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people not taking up their entitlement. Take-up of pension credit stands at 64 per cent. 

Reforms to pensions have introduced a basic state pension rate set above pension credit 

levels, meaning fewer people in future will need to claim means-tested pension credit. This 

shift away from pension credit in turn increases the take-up rate overall for pensioner 

benefits, and the higher pension levels reduce poverty. 

The Scottish child payment has been introduced explicitly to contribute to the end child 

poverty strategy. Take-up strategy should also align with these aims. 

6. Are different approaches required for different benefits and different client
groups?

The overall approach is likely to be the same – awareness-raising and tackling barriers to 

claiming through systematic links between frontline services and advice services – but 

tailored for different groups of potentially eligible people. For example, families can be 

helped to claim best start grant when they register a birth, as currently happens in Glasgow. 

Or primary schools could work with local advice services to help families claim best start 

grant school-age payment. 

People may learn about benefits through family, friends and trusted professionals. This 

suggests that widespread awareness-raising is worthwhile even for types of assistance 

aimed at a relatively small group, such as young carer grant.  

7. What kinds of eligibility criteria ensure better take-up?

One of the simplest benefits is child benefit. It requires a claim, but once awarded continues 

unchanged until the child grows up. It is universal and not means-tested. When a family has 

a baby, they claim child benefit, with very few exceptions. The link is clear and easy to 

communicate. The take-up of child benefit is very high at 93 per cent and was even higher 

at 97 per cent before the complication for higher earners was introduced. 

Simpler eligibility rules can mean less evidence required from people and easier forms to 

complete. For example, in the process of developing regulations for young carer grant, the 

Scottish Government simplified the age limit and definition of care. This simplification 

should mean simpler evidence requirements and less form filling, which should have the 

effect of reducing barriers to claiming. Similar opportunities should be sought to simplify 

eligibility conditions for other benefits without, of course, compromising rights or clarity. 

More targeted benefits have more complex eligibility criteria – eg, disability criteria. If there 

cannot be a single clear link between a person’s situation and their benefit entitlement, it is 

better that eligibility criteria are fully and clearly defined in regulations. That provides more 

certainty about claiming and respects people’s rights. 

8. How might the development of Scottish social security impact on take-up of both
reserved and devolved benefits?
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There is an exceptional opportunity for Social Security Scotland locally-based staff to make 

a real difference. Locally-based staff will be helping people to understand what Scottish 

benefits they are entitled to and helping them to complete application forms. For some 

Scottish benefits, there is only entitlement for people who also get a UK qualifying benefit. 

Staff will regularly meet people who are not getting the UK qualifying benefit they need and 

staff will need to be equipped to respond. A response could be to equip staff with a high 

quality benefit eligibility checker covering UK and Scottish benefits to enable them to 

identify potential eligibility. This could be particularly effective in combination with referral 

mechanisms with local advice agencies to follow through with a benefit check and help to 

claim. 

The increasing complexity of the system will make it more difficult for DWP staff to give 

appropriate information to people in Scotland. For example, CPAG’s Early Warning System 

has cases of DWP not taking into account Scottish carer’s allowance supplement when 

giving information to universal credit claimants about whether or not it is worthwhile 

claiming UK carer’s allowance. DWP advice is losing carers significant sums of money and 

impacting on take-up of carer’s allowance supplement.  

Currently, UK disability and carers’ benefits passport people to higher amounts of UK 

benefits. People are expected to report awards starting and stopping themselves, but there 

are also systems in place for DWP, HMRC and local authorities to share information. This 

information sharing is often what leads to a higher amount being awarded (or an 

overpayment being avoided). This information sharing needs to evolve to include Social 

Security Scotland to make sure take-up of passported UK entitlements in these 

circumstances does not fall.  

Other aspects may drive increased take-up. For example, if someone has not been 

claiming universal credit because the amount they would receive may be marginal or the 

claims process offputting, they may now seek to claim if it means also gaining Scottish child 

payment.  

9. Are there other questions you think the Committee should consider as part of this
inquiry?

The Committee could explore the way in which the Scottish and UK Governments work 

together on take-up. While each delivery agency will focus on take-up of its own benefits in 

terms of research, analysis, and national campaigns, there should be sharing of information 

and insights. At the level of work with individuals that involves take-up – eg, information 

giving by staff, referrals to advice agencies – there should be no barrier to offering a holistic 

service. The aim should be that irrespective of who delivers and funds social security, 

governments should play a full role in maximising take-up. 

For more information, please contact Jen Gracie, Policy and Parliamentary Officer, Child 

Poverty Action Group in Scotland 
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SOCIAL SECURITY COMMITTEE 

BENEFIT TAKE-UP 

SUBMISSION FROM  Rights Advice Scotland  

1. What do we know about how much is unclaimed and why?

In the DWP‟s “Income-Related Benefits: Estimates of Take-up” published in November 2017 
it was estimated that out of the possible amounts that could have been claimed that:  

 Only 64% of Pension Credit (PC) was claimed. Up to 1.3 million families who were
entitled to receive it did not claim it. Up to £3.5 billion went unclaimed; equivalent to
£2,500 per year for each family entitled to receive PC who did not claim

 Only 86% of Housing Benefit was claimed. Up to 1.3 million families who were
entitled to receive it did not claim it. Up to £4.2 billion went unclaimed; equivalent to,
£3,000 per year for each family entitled to receive Housing Benefit who did not claim.

 Only 88% of Income Support tor Income related ESA was claimed. Up to 0.5 million
families who were entitled to it did not claim it. Up to £2.4 billion went unclaimed;
equivalent to £4,500 per year for each family entitled to receive IS/ESA (IR) who did
not claim it.

When you include unclaimed Tax Credits and Jobseekers Allowance and Council Tax 
Reduction the estimate of unclaimed means tested benefits rises to nearer £20 Billion 
https://www.entitledto.co.uk/blog/2018/december/over-20-billion-still-unclaimed-in-means-tested-
benefits/ 

People do not claim benefit because: 

 They are not aware that they may be entitled.

 The feel that it is too difficult to engage the claim process.

 Belief that any gains they may receive will be deducted from other entitlements

 Their health and mental wellbeing may prevent them from claiming or from accessing
support to claim.

 Health may also contribute to a delay in claiming and a loss of some entitlement due
strict rules on back dating of claims.

 Pride and Stigma are also contributing factors.

2. What are the gaps in knowledge/research and how can they be improved?

It is not clear what the estimated level of unclaimed disability benefits currently is. 

3. How can the administration of benefits be improved to maximise take-up?

Specific examples would be welcomed.
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Automatic awards of benefits wherever this is possible would be a big aid to benefit 

take up. A claim for benefit should not be required if there is already information 

available that can correctly identify that someone has an entitlement. 

The Scottish Government is control of the Council Tax Reduction Scheme which is 

administered locally by the different Local Authorities in Scotland. The information 

held within this system has details of many low income households. Such 

information could be used in conjunction with other information held locally from 

registrars and from education records could be used to automate a range of other 

entitlements, or for some entitlements at least trigger a notification inviting someone 

to claim. Automation would be beneficial for Free School Meals, School Clothing 

Grants, Best Start Grants and even Funeral Support Payments. 

An opportunity for integration and automation was missed when the eligibility criteria 

for Best Start Grants and Funeral Support Payments omitted Council Tax Reduction 

from the list of qualifying benefits, instead choosing to use only means tested 

benefits reserve to UK Government as the eligibility criteria. (Council Tax Benefit 

prior to Council Tax Reduction had been a qualifying benefit for DWP Funeral 

Grants) 

Being able to claim via different channels would give people options in how to make 

a claim and this will enable better take up and will also allow advisers to assist 

people to make claims more easily. At the moment we have a problem with 

Universal Credit‟s digital by default approach leaving those who are not able or 

comfortable with computers at a disadvantage and in some cases excluded them 

from claiming, or making a claim promptly. 

For Personal Independence Payments there is also a barrier in having to firstly make 

a telephone call to request a form, you are then sent a paper form to complete and 

return. As a result this will often require an adviser to make a return visit when 

assisting a claimant. In the past they would have held a stock supply of forms and 

would have been able to assist someone to a claim in a single visit.   

Remote call centres and centralised mail handling units are very impersonal and off-

putting for claimants to engage with. They are also difficult for advisers who find it 

near impossible to get through on the phone and regularly have to wait in excess of 

45 minutes to get through the telephone queue only to find that the matter cannot be 

dealt with and will require a call back. There are also many instances where mail 

sent to the DWP does not arrive and get processed as it should. 

What is required is a good local presence so that claimants can, if they prefer, speak 

to someone directly.  

Proper data sharing between different parts of the benefit system would avoid 

additional effort for claimants and extra work for staff.  For example if someone over 

pension age becomes entitled to the daily living component of PIP (Personal 
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Independence Payments) or Attendance Allowance then they currently need to 

advise another section within the DWP that they are receiving this DWP benefit 

before they can access an additional element within Pension Credit.  

If the DWP is not willing to follow up possible entitlement to benefits for claimants, 

then those individuals could perhaps be referred to Local Authority Welfare Rights 

services for them to follow up and ensure people claim their legal entitlement.  

4. How far is it possible for technology to create a more automated system, that

uses information gathered for other reasons to award benefits automatically?

What would the advantages/disadvantages be of greater automation?

Technology is the way to achieve automation however the systems in place do not 

lend themselves to this at present. It should therefore be a specification requirement 

for any new systems that the options for automation are incorporated. It may be 

possible for a process to be created to pull out information from existing systems and 

to then perform comparisons and produce an output that is at least semi-automatic.

5. What can we learn from previous campaigns to increase take-up? Specific

examples of projects or approaches that improved benefit take-up, particularly

those that were evaluated, would be welcomed.

There were several attempts in the past to take a benefit bus or surgery into 

localities which limited success. Too often people did not want to be seen to be 

approaching this service. 

However there have been some very successful campaigns where the approach was 

slightly different. When Income Support (IS) was being introduced to replace 

Supplementary Benefit (SB) in 1988 there were campaigns to ensure that people 

were receiving their maximum amount of SB and therefore transitional protection 

within IS. The take up campaign in this instance involved the publication of an 

advert/claim form in daily newspapers that simply required the person to cut it out 

and complete. There were 35,000 such forms returned to Strathclyde Regional 

Council. 

There was also an appeal letter publicised again in a daily paper to promote late 

appeals against past benefits decisions.  

Both of these approaches were particularly successful and although benefit rules 

today may not make it possible to repeat these perhaps consideration can be given 

to a short simple way for people to engage with a take up campaign. 

Another successful campaign was the „Quarterly Signers Campaign‟. This involved 

the DWP (or DHSS as it would have been) calling claimants over the age of 50 to 

sign-on less frequently and to do so in large groups over a few successive days. 

Welfare Rights staff approached individual as the queued up outside the Benefit 
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Office to give them a leaflet explaining that they may be missing out and to speak to 

a welfare rights officer when leaving the benefits office for further advice. As all 

people in the queue were all in the same position this campaign did not suffer from 

the stigma that impeded other campaigns like a benefit bus.  

Local Authorities have a wealth of experience and the Scottish Government should 

look to involve their Welfare Rights services for any future take up campaign. 

However capacity and resources may be an issue. 

6. Are different approaches required for different benefits and different client

groups?

Yes different approaches are required for different benefits and different client 

groups. Consideration should be given to the best way to communicate with different 

client groups. For some better use of social media maybe helpful for others contact 

via trusted third parties may be preferred. Benefit take up should be considered as a 

strategic aim and other agencies should be encouraged to consider what part they 

can play and what access and influence they have with potential claimants. 

7. What kinds of eligibility criteria ensure better take-up?

Where the conditions of entitlement are not restricted by a means test then it is 

easier to overcome any stigma that may arise. Presenting benefits as entitlement 

rather than a form of handout will also aid take-up. Universal benefits like Child 

Benefit appear to be free from the stigma that some feel about claiming means 

tested benefits. 

Sanctions and rules that infer that some claimants are not deserving only adds to 

stigma and undermines take up.  

There should be publicity to promote benefits as a right as part of any campaign. 

8. How might the development of Scottish social security impact on take-up of both

reserved and devolved benefits?

The Scottish Social Security agency can ensure that the barriers to entitlement that 

exist within the UK system are removed for the Scottish System. 

Ensuring that there are multiple channels for lodging claims and that there is no 

requirement to have a personalised form issued as is currently the case with PIP. 

The requirement to have a Mandatory Reconsideration before being able to lodge an 

appeal acts as a deterrent to pursuing an appeal. The Scottish Government need to 

keep under consideration that their mandatory redetermination might equally act as a 

deterrent to pursuing an appeal, 

The Scottish Government will need to consider how they will assist people who may 

become entitled to a Scottish benefit which in turn opens up entitlement to UK 
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benefits. An example would be if a single person awarded Disability Assistance for 

Older People (DAOP), lives alone, nobody receiving Carers Allowance, this may lead 

to an award of Pension Credit including Severe Disability Premium. Will the Scottish 

Social Security Agency have a data sharing arrangement with DWP to alert them this 

or will the responsibility for ensuring the person receives their legal entitlement to 

reserved benefits fall on the individual or local advice services?  

An issue for Local Authority Welfare Rights services (and any other agencies) will be 

having resources to take on this additional take up work. 

9. Are there other questions you think the Committee should consider as part of this

inquiry?

What part can the advice sector play in the take up of both reserved benefits and 

devolved benefits?  What work is currently being done and what resources would be 

required to fill any gaps? 

When recent Scottish Government campaigns were being organised Local Authority 

advice services were not included. Local Authorities have a track record of running 

take up campaigns and are currently proactive in seeking out entitlement for service 

users. Many Local Authorities have dedicated staff who make contact with service 

users when they engage certain services to explore potential benefits claims. This 

differs from a reactive service that awaits contact from the person who may be 

entitled. 

We would suggest that the Committee may wish to explore the capacity of advice 

providers to react to an increase in workload that a campaign may require and to 

consider what appropriate funding would be needed. 

Local Authorities have a vested interest in the residents of their area having their 

benefits maximised and as such there is scope for some form of partnership working 

with the Scottish Government to address what may be a shared area of interest.  
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Social Security Committee 

25th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5), Thursday 21 November 2019 

Subordinate Legislation 

Overview of instrument 

1. There is one negative instrument for consideration at today’s meeting.

The Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Amendment (No. 3) Regulations 2019

2. This Committee has been designated lead and the Instrument and Policy Note is
attached at Annexe A.

Purpose 

3. The purpose of these Regulations is to ensure various changes to reserved and
devolved benefits do not have a consequential impact on a household’s
entitlement under the Council Tax Reduction scheme.

4. The Regulations maintain the policy objective of the CTR scheme by:

 Ensuring that when calculating the applicable amount for a household on
Universal Credit with children, the CTR scheme does not make any
distinction based on the number of children born on or after 6 April 20171.

 Excluding ongoing and backdated payments for those claimants who lost
their entitlement to the Severe Disability Premium component of several
DWP benefits upon moving to UC.

 Excluding payments made in arrears for Maternity Allowance when
calculating a person’s capital. Maternity Allowance should have been paid
to some claimants between April 2015 and July 2017.

 Excluding payments of Young Carer Grant from the calculation of income
and capital.

 Excluding payments made under the Windrush Compensation Scheme for
the calculation of income and capital.

Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee consideration 

5. The DPLR Committee considered the instrument at its meeting on 5 November
and did not raise any issues.

For Decision 

6. The Committee is invited to consider and note the instrument.

1
 Under new UC rules, when an applicant has a 3rd child born on or after 6 April 2017 no amount for that child 

is included in the UC calculation (known as the ‘2 child limit’). This amendment does not take into account the 
‘two child limit’ for the purpose of CTR. 
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S C O T T I S H  S T A T U T O R Y  I N S T R U M E N T S

2019 No. 325 

COUNCIL TAX 

The Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Amendment (No. 3) 

Regulations 2019 

Made - - - - 9th October 2019 

Laid before the Scottish Parliament 11th October 2019 

Coming into force - - 26th November 2019 

The Scottish Ministers make the following Regulations in exercise of the powers conferred by 

sections 80 and 113(1) and paragraph 1 of schedule 2 of the Local Government Finance Act 

1992(a) and all other powers enabling them to do so. 

Citation and commencement 

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Amendment (No. 3)

Regulations 2019 and come into force on 26 November 2019. 

Amendment of the Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Regulations 2012 

2. The Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Regulations 2012(b) are amended in accordance with

paragraphs (a) to (d)— 

(a) in regulation 23 (applicable amount: persons who have an award of universal credit)(c)—

(i) at the end of paragraph (2A)(a) omit “and”, and

(ii) at the end of paragraph (2A)(b) insert—

“, and

(c) to add to the weekly applicable amount the sum of £53.47 in respect of each child

or young person for whom no amount has been included in the calculation or

estimate of the maximum amount as a result of the operation of section 10(1A) of

the Welfare Reform Act 2012(d) (amounts usually to be available in respect of a

maximum of two children or qualifying young persons),”,

(a) 1992 c.14.  Section 80 and paragraph 1 of schedule 2 were amended by paragraph 176 of schedule 13 of the Local
Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39).  There are other amendments to section 80 and amendments to section 113(1) 
that are not relevant to these Regulations.  The functions of the Secretary of State, in so far as within devolved competence, 
were transferred to the Scottish Ministers by virtue of section 53 of the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46). 

(b) S.S.I. 2012/303. 
(c) Regulation 23 is amended by S.S.I. 2013/48, S.S.I. 2013/287 and S.S.I. 2017/41. 
(d) 2012 c.5.  Section 10 was amended by section 14 of the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 (c.7). 

Certified copy from legislation.gov.uk Publishing
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(b) in regulation 26 (calculation of income and capital: persons who have an award of

universal credit)(a), after paragraph (5) insert—

“(5A) In using the figure for income under paragraph (3) or (4), the local authority must

not regard as income of the applicant any amount of universal credit paid as a consequence 

of a determination under schedule 2 of the Universal Credit (Transitional Provisions) 

Regulations 2014 (transitional severe disability premium payments)(b).”, 

(c) in schedule 4 (sums to be disregarded in the calculation of income other than earnings),

after paragraph 67(c) insert—

“68. Any payment made under the Carer’s Assistance (Young Carer Grants) (Scotland)

Regulations 2019(d). 

69. Any payment or interest on a payment made under, or in connection with, the

Windrush Compensation Scheme(e) administered by the Home Office.”, and 

(d) in schedule 5 (capital to be disregarded)—

(i) in paragraph 11 (disregard of payments related to benefit arrears)(f), after sub-

paragraph (1)(a) insert—

“(aa) a maternity allowance under section 35 of the 1992 Act,”, 

(ii) after paragraph 68(g) insert—

“69. Any payment made under the Carer’s Assistance (Young Carer Grants) (Scotland) 

Regulations 2019. 

70. Any payment or interest on a payment made under, or in connection with, the

Windrush Compensation Scheme(h) administered by the Home Office.”. 

Amendment of the Council Tax Reduction (State Pension Credit) (Scotland) Regulations 

2012 

3. The Council Tax Reduction (State Pension Credit) (Scotland) Regulations 2012(i) are

amended in accordance with paragraphs (a) and (b)— 

(a) in schedule 3 (sums to be disregarded in the calculation of income other than earnings),

after paragraph 23 insert—

“24. Any payment or interest on a payment made under, or in connection with, the

Windrush Compensation Scheme(j) administered by the Home Office.”, and 

(b) in schedule 4 (capital to be disregarded)—

(i) in paragraph 21 (disregard of payments related to benefit arrears)(k), after sub-

paragraph (2)(i) insert—

“(ia) maternity allowance under section 35 of the 1992 Act,”,

(a) Regulation 26 was substituted by S.S.I. 2018/69. 
(b) S.I. 2014/1230.  Schedule 2 was inserted by S.I. 2019/1152. 
(c) Paragraph 67 was inserted by S.S.I. 2018/295. 
(d) S.S.I. 2019/324. 
(e) See www.gov.uk/windrush-compensation and Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, April 23 2018, col. 

621-622. 
(f) There are amendments to paragraph 11 that are not relevant to these Regulations. 
(g) Paragraph 68 was inserted by S.S.I. 2019/29. 
(h) See www.gov.uk/windrush-compensation and Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, April 23 2018, col. 

621-622. 
(i) S.S.I. 2012/319. 
(j) See www.gov.uk/windrush-compensation and Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, April 23 2018, col. 

621-622. 
(k) There are amendments to paragraph 21 that are not relevant to these Regulations. 
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(ii) after paragraph 30E(a) insert—

“30F. Any payment or interest on a payment made under, or in connection with, the 

Windrush Compensation Scheme administered by the Home Office(b).”. 

KATE FORBES 

Authorised to sign by the Scottish Ministers 

St Andrew’s House, 

Edinburgh 

9th October 2019 

(a) Paragraph 30E was inserted by S.S.I. 2019/29. 
(b) See www.gov.uk/windrush-compensation and Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), House of Commons, April 23 2018, col. 

621-622. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This note is not part of the Regulations) 

These Regulations amend the Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Regulations 2012 (“the 2012 

Regulations”) and the Council Tax Reduction (State Pension Credit) (Scotland) Regulations 2012. 

Regulation 2(a) provides for an amount to be taken into account in calculating a person’s deemed 

living expenses under the 2012 Regulations. This arises where, as a result of there being more than 

two children or qualifying young persons, section 10(1A) of the Welfare Reform Act 2012 

provides for no amount to be included in a universal credit calculation for children born on or after 

6 April 2017. The effect is to ensure parity of treatment for all households with children in the 

scheme provided by the 2012 Regulations, irrespective of when a child was born. 

Regulation 2(b) provides that local authorities must disregard payments under a transitional 

arrangement within the universal credit scheme when calculating a person’s income under the 

2012 Regulations. 

Regulation 2(c) and (d) provide that local authorities must disregard certain payments in the 

calculation of income and capital for the purposes of the 2012 Regulations. These are payments 

under the Carer’s Assistance (Young Carer Grants) (Scotland) Regulations 2019, and payments or 

interest on payments made under the Windrush Compensation Scheme administered by the Home 

Office. 

Regulation 2(d) also provides that payments of arrears of maternity allowance must be disregarded 

in calculating a person’s capital in the 2012 Regulations, though these payments are to continue to 

be taken into account as income for council tax reduction purposes. 

Regulation 3 makes equivalent provision to that in regulation 2 which relates to the Windrush 

Compensation Scheme and payment of arrears of maternity allowance, for the purposes of the 

Council Tax Reduction (State Pension Credit) (Scotland) Regulations 2012. 
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POLICY NOTE 

THE COUNCIL TAX REDUCTION (SCOTLAND) AMENDMENT (NO. 3) 

REGULATIONS 2019 

SSI 2019/325 

The above instrument is made in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 80 and 113 and 

paragraph 1 of schedule 2 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.  It is subject to the 

negative procedure.  It amends the Council Tax Reduction (Scotland) Regulations 2012 (“the 

working age Regulations”) and the Council Tax Reduction (State Pension Credit) (Scotland) 

Regulations 2012, jointly referred to as “the principal Regulations”. 

The purpose of these Regulations is to ensure various changes to reserved and 

developed benefits do not have a consequential impact on a household’s entitlement 

under the Council Tax Reduction scheme.  

Policy Objectives 

The Council Tax Reduction (CTR) scheme operates by reducing a household‟s council tax 

liability by taking into account their circumstances and income.  When introduced its overall 

policy objective was to ensure no household would be worse off as a result of the abolition of 

Council Tax Benefit.  These Regulations maintain that policy objective. 

Ongoing and backdated payments are currently being made by the Department for Work & 

Pensions (DWP) to Universal Credit (UC) claimants who lost their entitlement to the Severe 

Disability Premium component of a number of DWP benefits upon moving to UC.  

Regulation 2(b) amends the working age Regulations to exclude these payments from income 

calculations made under the CTR scheme, so that the CTR entitlement of affected UC 

claimants is not reduced. 

DWP is also currently undertaking a „Legal Entitlement and Administrative Practice‟ 

exercise to identify and reimburse benefit claimants entitled to a payment of arrears of 

Maternity Allowance (MA).  The arrears relate to amounts of MA which should have been 

paid to claimants between April 2015 and July 2017.  Regulations 2(d) and 3(b) amend the 

principal Regulations to implement an equivalent capital disregard for the CTR scheme, so 

that entitlement to CTR is not adversely affected by these payments. 

The UC maximum amount calculated by DWP in determining an entitlement to UC may vary 

for households where three or more children (or qualifying young persons) are resident.  This 

will depend on whether the third and any other subsequent child was born before 6 April 

2017. This is relevant to the CTR scheme as the UC maximum amount is used in the 

calculation of a household‟s level of CTR, for those CTR applicants in receipt of UC. 

Whether a household is entitled to CTR depends on the extent to which a household‟s income 

is above that household‟s „applicable amount‟, a figure that takes account of a household‟s 

composition and circumstances.  For those on UC and in receipt of CTR Regulation 23(2A) 

of the working age Regulations currently provides for the addition of £16.73 to the applicable 

amount for each child and young person in a household, irrespective of their birth date.  DWP 

has now changed UC rules so that where a UC applicant has a 3rd child born on or after 6 

April 2017 no amount for that child is included in the UC calculation (known as the „2 child 
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limit‟), unless one of a few exceptions applies.  Regulation 2(a) amends the working age 

Regulations to ensure that when calculating the applicable amount for a household on UC 

with children, the CTR scheme does not make any distinction based on the number of 

children born on or after 6 April 2017. 

Young Carer Grant (YCG) is a new type of financial assistance to be provided by the Scottish 

Government to young people who provide care to persons in receipt of certain disability 

benefits.  Regulations 2(c) and 2(d) amend the working age Regulations so that payments of 

YCG are excluded from the calculation of income and capital for CTR purposes.  This 

ensures that YCG will have no impact on the level of CTR to which an applicant may be 

entitled. 

In April 2018, the Home Secretary announced that the Windrush Compensation Scheme 

(WCS) would be established to compensate those of the “Windrush generation” who have 

faced difficulties in demonstrating their lawful immigration status in the UK. The scheme 

opened for applications on 3 April 2019 and will run for two years until 2 April 2021.  

Regulations 2(c), 2(d) and 3 amend the principal Regulations to ensure that compensation 

paid under the WCS is not counted as income and capital for CTR purposes, and will 

therefore have no impact on the level of CTR to which an applicant may be entitled. 

Consultation 

Formal consultation was not considered to be necessary as these amendments maintain the 

policy intention of the principal Regulations of ensuring that no household would be worse 

off than it would have been had Council Tax Benefit not been abolished. 

Impact Assessments 

An Equalities Impact Assessment (EQIA) was undertaken in development of the principal 

Regulations.  As these amending Regulations do not alter the policy intention of the principal 

Regulations a further EQIA has not been produced. 

As there is no impact on the environment or on environmental issues no Strategic 

Environmental Assessment is required. 

Financial Effects 

This instrument has no impact on Council Tax receipts or liabilities. 

The Minister for Public Finance and Digital Economy confirms that no BRIA is necessary as 

the instrument has no financial effects on the Scottish Government, local government or on 

business. 

Scottish Government 

Directorate for Local Government & Communities 

09 October 2019 
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